
 

Lurking in the Shadows: Attack Trends Shine Light
on API Threats

This report sheds light on the latest attack trends on APIs, including emerging regulations and
compliance requirements that organizations need to be aware of.
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Why visibility matters

This year marks 10 years of Akamai’s sharing of security research via our
State of the Internet (SOTI) reports. The focus of these reports has changedover the years as both the operational and threat ecosystems have evolved.Starting in 2024, instead of looking at web application and API attacks as onesingle subject, we will use a new data set that allows Akamai researchers todistinguish between the two types of attacks. In this report, we focus on thepercentage of web attacks that are targeting APIs (for more details, please readthe Methodology section). This will help us better understand how adversariesare attacking APIs and offer more effective mitigation strategies.

APIs are foundational to many of the recent changes within companies thathave improved both employee and customer experiences. Unfortunately, thisdigital innovation and the rapid expansion of the API economy have presentedcybercriminals with new opportunities for exploitation. Therefore, visibility is acritical aspect of API security. Once blind spots like shadow APIs or rogue APIsare illuminated, security teams can start to address vulnerabilities that they werepreviously unaware of.

In this first SOTI report of 2024, we highlight the array of attacks that are hittingAPIs, including traditional web attacks, and tackle the dangers of API abusethrough common problem areas such as posture and runtime challenges that wehave visibility into via our data. Additionally, we illustrate the dangers by industryand region so you can more accurately evaluate the risk to your company. Wealso present several real-world case studies, reinforce compliance requirements,and show how legislation trends can shape your security strategies. We concludethe report with steps to improve your visibility into your API landscape, which canenhance your overall security posture.
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Key insights of the report
A total of 29% of web attacks targeted APIs over 12 months (January throughDecember 2023), indicating that APIs are a focus area for cybercriminals.

The attacks on APIs include the risks that are highlighted in both the OpenWeb Application Security Project (OWASP) API Security Top 10 and theOWASP Top 10 Web Application Security Risks, with adversaries usingtried-and-true methods like Structured Query Language injection (SQLi)and Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) to infiltrate their targets.

Business logic abuse is a critical concern as it is challenging to detectabnormal API activity without establishing a baseline for API behavior.Organizations without solutions to monitor anomalies in their API activityare at risk of runtime attacks like data scraping — a new data breachvector that uses authenticated APIs to slowly scrape data from within.

APIs are at the heart of most digital transformations today so it isparamount to understand the industry trends and relevant use cases,such as loyalty fraud, abuse, authorization, and carding attacks.

Organizations need to think about compliance requirements andemerging legislation early in their security strategy process to avoidthe need to re-architect.
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APIs: The big attack vector

By design, APIs are conduits of data — and, as such, can expose that data toattackers once they gain unauthorized access, often by way of vulnerabilityexploitation or attacks against the business logic. In 2022,

Gartner predicted
that API abuse and data breaches will nearly double by 2024. Fast-forward tothe present when

high-profile API incidentsare more common than ever. Infact, last year, the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), a nonprofitorganization known for their list of top 10 security risks, released a

separate list
of API-specific risks, the OWASP API Security Top 10, which recognizes theunique threats posed by APIs.

Akamai research observed that APIs are being targeted by both traditionalattacks and API-specific techniques, which require a blend of protections. Infact, we saw that nearly 30% of overall web attacks targeted APIs from Januarythrough December 2023 (Figure 1). These attacks will likely continue to growas the demand for API use increases unless organizations properly secure theirAPIs or account for all APIs in their environment. Understanding the full extent ofan attack surface begins with a comprehensive and

accurate inventory of APIs.

Monthly Web Attacks
January 1, 2023 – December 31, 2023

Fig. 1: Web attacks against APIs grew from 22% in January to 28% in December,with several fluctuations between March and May 2023
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We also observed some interesting trends globally, with the Europe, Middle East,and Africa (EMEA) region experiencing the greatest ratio of web attacks thattargeted APIs (47.5%), followed by North America (27.1%) and the Asia-Pacificand Japan (APJ) region (15%). At the country level, the top areas were Spain(94.8%), Portugal (84.5%), the Netherlands (71.9%), and Israel (67.1%). It is worthmentioning that, in comparison, only 27.6% of web attacks in the United Statestargeted APIs.

There are a number of reasons for differences in regional attacks, such asregulatory environments, geopolitical conflicts, infrastructure types, access andeducation variations, business models, and social factors. However, it is alsoimportant to note that you can see a cyberattack trend start in one region orindustry, then migrate to others; it is, therefore, worth tracking broader trends.For a more detailed discussion of regional trends, read the APJ Snapshot andthe EMEA Snapshot within this report.

APIs under attack
An examination of how adversaries are targeting companies’ APIs, and thetactics they frequently use, can shed light on the areas of defense you shouldfocus on. In the past 12 months, HTTP Protocol (HTTP), Structured QueryLanguage injection (SQLi), and Data Harvesting attacks were some of theadversaries’ favored techniques (Figure 2). In an HTTP attack, adversariesexploit vulnerabilities in various protocols for malicious purposes, such as toread sensitive data and spoof clients or servers, among others. Another populartechnique, Active Session, pertains to any instance where suspicious attacktraffic is flagged and blocked for the duration of that session. On the other hand,Data Harvesting as the name implies, pertains to attacks related to gathering orcollecting information, which attackers can then use for other attacks in thefuture. (See the

appendix

at the end of this report for a complete list of attackvector definitions.)
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Our latest dataset enables us to monitor for additional vectors against APIs.Case in point: Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) is one of the up-and-comingvectors we tackled in last year’s SOTI,

Slipping Through the Security Gaps, andit is employed to gain sensitive information or to execute commands.

API Attacks by Vector
January 1, 2023 – December 31, 2023

Fig. 2: Although Local File Inclusion (LFI) is not the top vector in APIs,it’s still an area of concern as it can be used to infiltrate intended targets; a closerlook at the distribution of attacks for both web applications and APIs, however,reveals LFI is still one of the top attack vectors

Findings from our research also revealed that bot requests are an area ofconcern. Based on Akamai data, almost one-third of suspicious bot requestswere aimed at APIs globally in 2023. Although not necessarily all malicious,these bot requests can be weaponized to conduct credential stuffing attacksand data scraping, which may lead to information theft.

We highlight these types of attack to point out that beyond the OWASP APISecurity Top 10, attacks on access, data abuse/scraping, and configurationmistakes, there are still a number of direct attacks that companies need totrack and have their pen test teams and red teams examine.

Real-world lessons in API security
Akamai works closely with enterprises globally to collect detailed informationabout API use and to perform advanced behavioral analytics to identify securityvulnerabilities and indicators of API abuse. From Akamai’s view of API activity,we generally see two distinct problems: posture problems and runtime problems.
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1.Posture problemspertain to flaws in the enterprise’s API implementation. Alertsindicating posture problems aid security teams in identifying and remediatinghigh-priority vulnerabilities before they can be exploited by attackers.

2.Runtime problemsare active threats or behaviors that require an urgentresponse. While often critical in nature, these alerts are more nuancedthan other types of security alerts since they take the form of API abuse(as opposed to more explicit infrastructure breach attempts).

Most common posture problems
The following are the most common posture issues we observed, along witha brief overview of their potential impact on the enterprise if left unaddressed.

Shadow endpointsShadow endpoints are outdated or previous versions of APIs that havenot been retired or documented. They are sometimes referred to aszombie, rogue, or legacy APIs, and they pose a higher risk of exploitationsince they are not subjected to the organization’s standard securitycontrols and measures.

Unauthenticated resource accessUnauthorized resource access refers to scenarios in which a user orsystem is able to access API resources without providing any form ofauthentication, often as a result of flaws in the API implementation orconfiguration. Although many unauthorized resources are hidden throughobscurity, it’s possible that attackers who find them will exploit them toaccess sensitive data or application functionality.

Sensitive data in a URLIn some instances, sensitive data — such as passwords, authenticationtokens, credit card details, and personally identifiable information (PII) —may be observed in the URL of an API request. Data in URLs is often storedin places that may become accessible to attackers, like logs and caches,creating a significant risk of sensitive data leakage and compliance issues.

Permissive CORS policyA permissive cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) policy is a situation inwhich an API allows requests to originate from a wider range of origins(such as protocols, domains, and ports) than necessary. An overlypermissive policy makes it easier for attackers to access sensitiveresources from an untrusted source, as well as execute attacktechniques like Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) more easily.
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Excessive client errorsExcessive client error alerts are generated when an abnormally highnumber of failed API resource requests are observed. While many clientside errors are caused by misconfiguration and other nonmalicious errors,excessive client error alerts are a possible indication that an attacker isprobing the API implementation for vulnerabilities.

Most common runtime problems
When we performed a similar analysis of the runtime alerts we observed, weidentified these common API security issues that represent potential active threats.

Unauthenticated resource access attemptThis is a more urgent derivative of the unauthenticated resource accessposture alert described in the previous section, where we see specificattempts to access sensitive API resources without the appropriateauthentication. Even if the observed attempts are unsuccessful, thesescenarios suggest an active attempt to find and exploit API vulnerabilities,which may eventually be successful without prompt intervention.

Abnormal JSON propertyAPI activity with unusual JSON payloads, such as unexpected data types,abnormal size, or excessive complexity may indicate an active attempt toexploit a vulnerable API. This activity may indicate an attempt to performa variety of malicious actions, such as injection attacks, denial of service,data exfiltration, or exploitation of API logic flaws.

Path parameter fuzzing attemptPath parameter fuzzing is another example of deliberately sendingunexpected or malformed data as a part of API requests, with a focuson the parts of the URL that RESTful APIs use to specify certain resourcesor operations. It’s another technique that attackers use to performreconnaissance to discover potentially vulnerable APIs that can betargeted with data exfiltration or service disruption attempts.

Impossible time travelWhen analyzing API activity, there are scenarios in which the timestamps,geolocation, or sequence of API calls are illogical, which suggests thatattackers are attempting to manipulate them in some way. Additionally,this type of behavior may represent several possible threats such as datamanipulation as part of fraudulent activity.
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Noname is now Akamai API Security. Learn about the new capabilities now available, and what it means for your defense. Learn more
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